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FASB:
You recently released a draft plan stating that you intend to treat stock options as an expense. The valuation you
propose would make it very difficult to continue broad-based employee stock option programs like the one we
currently have at Cisco Systems. I think this is a serious mistake, and I'd like to explain why!
I have been in the high tech industry for about 18 years, and worked for 3 different company's, one of which offered
employee stock options to all employees. Funny, the only company of the 3 that has thrived is Cisco Systems. Unisys
and NetFrame are the latter of my two former employers. Unisys is only a fragment of what it once was in the late
80's, and NetFrame no longer exists. What is the difference, well many things, but employee ownership is, I believe,
the key ingredient! Employee ownership, via stock options, changes everyone in the company. There is not a person
who won't jump through any hoops needed to solve a clients, partners, or a company's issues ............ and yes, this means
working after 5 PM. Why? Because we all share in the success of our clients, partners, and eventually the success of
our company. We are a part of the company, a part of the family ....... we have ownership! If you have not worked for a
company that incents "every single full time employee" with stock options ............ you should. You would be amazed!
It is really that differentiate, and not even close to those company's that don't!
I believe that a fundamental issue facing the u.S. labor force today, is work ethic and motivation. We all believe that
someone else owes us, no matter how we at perform our jobs. Professional athletes, as an example, want all the money
in the world before they have proven their worth, or ability to continually perform at a high level year over year. Labor
Unions want to work less and earn more. U.S based company's are continuing to out-source more jobs outside the
United States. Why? They can't compete with the current price 1 performance they get via the U.S. labor force.
The answer is incentive based on performance! Linear productivity and performance = stock options!
As the world becomes even more global, from a business perspective, and country's like China wake up to it, we must
face these challenges head on. The U.S. must strive to continue innovation, performance, and increased productivity in
order to thrive into the future.
Instead of taking employee options away, find a way to get all company's to offer them. They really work!
Regards.
Jim Kerr
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